1.0 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays services are targeted to specific users by considering the users’ contexts, e.g., preferences, transactions history, or locations. Location-based service (LBS) refers to services, i.e., information or functionality, which are provided by taking into consideration the users’ geographical locations [1]. The vast development of LBS is primarily supported by the advancement of global positioning system (GPS), mobile devices and networks that are able to identify users’ locations [2]. LBS are mainly provided as mobile applications [3].

Geo-fencing application is a class of LBS in which the service is provided only to users that are within a certain virtual perimeter on a geographical area. Currently, many geo-fencing applications are developed to provide services to moving objects, e.g., transportation, logistics, and security [4].

Using a geo-fencing application for information service, mobile users can get information that is specific to their locations. For example, an airport can be defined as a geo-fencing area. When a passenger travels from one airport to another, it means that the passenger moves from one geo-fencing area to another. A geo-fencing application can be developed to display information about facilities of those airports.

Suppose that a passenger carrying a mobile device travels by plane from Yogyakarta to Makassar Airport. Before departure, he may check information about airport facilities using a geo-fencing application. His mobile application will display information about facilities in Yogyakarta Airport. This could be done without requiring the passenger to select which airport information to access. After landing, he may check again the information about airport facilities. Now, his mobile application will display information about facilities in Makassar Airport [5].

Current geo-fencing applications, and also LBS in general, provide services to users in different areas from a single service provider, e.g., in [4][6]. In the
example above, a single provider provides information from both airports. A more-advanced service provisioning can make use of multiple service providers; each of which is dedicated to serve users in different areas [5]. Consider that each airport has its own information server that provides information about its facilities, as illustrated in Figure 1. When a passenger is in Yogyakarta Airport, his access request is forwarded to and is served by the Yogyakarta provider. When the user arrives at Makassar Airport, his access request is forwarded to and is served by the Makassar provider. Since the geo-fencing application knows its geographical location, the passenger does not have to choose which information provider to access. The application will automatically select the correct one. To enable this, access requests must include the geographical coordinates of the mobile device in which the application runs.

![Geo-fencing application with multiple information providers](image)

Figure 1 Geo-fencing application with multiple information providers

The use of multiple service providers in a geo-fencing application, i.e. one provider for each geographical area, would be naturally fit with real-world situation. In real world, an authority administers service provided in an area, which may range from an airport and university campus to a restaurant and from a country and district to a town.

1.1 Research Questions

This paper addresses two research questions.
1. What architecture is needed to allow a geo-fencing application access different information providers transparently?
2. What mechanism is needed to forward request from the geo-fencing application to a target information provider?

1.2 Objectives

The objective of this paper is twofold. First, this paper is to present an architecture for a geo-fencing application with multiple service providers. In this paper, we focus on information service provisioning. The architecture allows users to access information from different providers in a consistent way. The architecture includes a central component namely service router, whose task is to forward information access request to correct information service providers.

Second, this paper is to present a mechanism for forwarding access requests by consider the users’ current locations. A service router in a geo-fencing application with multiple requests should employ this mechanism. This paper also illustrates the implementation of the mechanism in a service router.

1.3 Related Work

LBS have been widely used to support people traveling around, e.g. navigation and tracking, thanks to free availability of the global positioning system (GPS). LBS can be either push or pull services. Push services give users information without requiring them to actively request for it. Pull services require users to actively request for information. An application may integrate both push and pull services [7].

Literatures on LBS have proposed different architectures based on different service goals, requirements, and types, e.g. recommender systems [8][9][10], social networks [11][12][13], and marketing [14][15]. In addition, those architectures differ on their scopes and abstraction levels. Those architectures assume that information is provided from a central provider.

Geo-fencing [16] refers to the concept and technology that creates a virtual perimeter on a geographical area. It allows LBS to be provided only to users on a certain area. While it was originally to confine Wi-Fi coverage for privacy concerns [17], developments have been done to extend it with GPS technology for tracking and providing services to moving objects, e.g. delivery and fleet management [4][19][21], tourism [18], healthcare [20][22][23], and disaster management [24]. Those applications specify different architecture since they have different goals and requirements. None considers service provisioning with multiple providers.

Basically, the architecture of a geo-fencing application consists of a mobile application and service provider as depicted in Figure 2. The application should run in a mobile device with a positioning system, e.g. GPS or Wi-Fi. The provider includes a database to contain information contents. Interaction between the mobile application and service provider is done via the provider’s service interface. This interface is represented with a grey rectangle attached to the provider. The request should include the location coordinates of the mobile device.

It should be noted that architectures presented in the literatures might differ on scopes and abstraction levels. In some applications, the architectures also
include a control center with which a supervising user tracks the locations of mobile devices.

The limitation of this architecture becomes visible when information contents from different sources need to be provided to the mobile application. Those sources have to put their contents to the provider’s database. In some situation, this database sharing cannot be accepted since it might compromise data privacy and security.

**Figure 2** Basic architecture of geo-fencing applications

As a class of LBS, the service provider of a geo-fencing application can be a push or pull service. In a push service, the service provider gives users information, e.g. notifications, when the users are within, entering, or leaving a geo-fencing area. In a pull service, users have to request information to a service provider. The provider will respond only if the users are within a geo-fencing area. A geo-fencing application may integrate both push and pull services [7].

The architecture in Figure 2 assumes that services are provided from a single provider. In order to allow different providers serve different geo-fencing areas, a specification proposes an architecture of LBS with multiple service providers [5]. It includes a central component called service router to forward requests from mobile applications to correct service providers. The forwarding is done by taking into account the geographical location of the mobile device in which the application runs. This architecture will be described in more detail in Section 3.

Location-based routing or forwarding is investigated in the field of ad hoc networks, e.g. [25][26][27][28]. These routing protocols are developed to address the problems of scalability and mobility in ad hoc networks. By knowing the physical (geographical) locations of devices in a network, routing can be established via the closest neighboring devices. Thus packets transmitted from one device to another will not flood the network. It is a different problem from what a service router has to do in geo-fencing applications.

Furthermore, those routing protocols are of network protocols (OSI layer 3). Interactions between a mobile application and service providers are at application-level. In a geo-fencing application, locations are application-level information. Service router hence should be at the application layer (OSI layer 7) as well. A mobile application and service provider establish an end-to-end association via a service router.

### 1.4 Structure

This paper is further structured as follows: Section 2 presents our research method. Section 3 presents and discusses the research results that include architecture for a geo-fencing application with multiple information providers, a forwarding mechanism to use in the architecture, and the implementation of the forwarding mechanism. Section 4 concludes this paper and identifies future work.

### 2.0 METHODOLOGY

The main steps of our research were (i) specifying system requirements that are needed to allow a geo-fencing application to access multiple service providers, (ii) defining an architecture that satisfies those requirements, (iii) developing a location-based request forwarding mechanism needed by the architecture, and (iv) implementing those architecture and mechanism. Those steps are explained as follow.

Firstly, we specified a list of system requirements. The most important were:

- Information contents must be provided by taking into consideration the users’ current geographical locations.
- Users must be transparent from the selection of service providers.
- Information contents in the service providers must be accessible from Web browsers.
- The architecture should be scalable to accommodate a large number of service providers.
- The architecture should allow consistent presentation of information contents from different service providers.

Secondly, we defined a system architecture to satisfy those requirements. The architecture is presented in Section 3.1. We introduced a service router as a component to forward request from a geo-fencing application to a target service provider [5].

Thirdly, we developed a forwarding mechanism to be implemented in the service router [29]. The mechanism requires that every request includes the user’s location coordinate. The mechanism is presented in Section 3.2.

Finally, we implemented those architecture and mechanism using RESTful Web Services. The implementation is presented in Section 3.3.

### 3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1 Architecture

Figure 3 depicts an architecture for a geo-fencing application with multiple service providers [5]. It consists of a mobile application, a service router, and a number of service providers. The service router
includes a database that contains a list of registered geo-fencing areas and their service providers. This database is not to contain information contents. Contents are stored in the service providers’ database. In principle, the service can be information or functional service. In this paper, we focus on information service provisioning.

We assume that the providers store their information in specific content management systems (CMSs) built for this purpose [4]. For this purpose, the CMSs must be equipped with a programmable interface to allow information access from a mobile application. In our previous example (Figure 1), each airport provides its information on its own CMS.

Figure 3 Architecture for geo-fencing application with multiple providers

On the right side, the figure shows traditional Web access to different information providers from computers or mobile devices using Web browsers. A user must type in the URL of a targeted information provider. The browser then displays the information in a presentation format as specified by the provider’s CMS.

On the left side, the figure shows how a geo-fencing application accesses multiple information providers. User access is facilitated with a mobile application that is connected to a service router. The application runs on a mobile device with GPS.

This architecture specifies that every request from the mobile application to the service router should include the location coordinate of the mobile device on which the application is running. Upon receiving a request, the service router calculates those location coordinates to determine a target information provider that should serve the request. This is done by calculating whether the location coordinate is within a registered geo-fencing area. If so, the provider of that area is the target provider.

The service router then forwards the request to the targeted service provider. After processing the request, the provider sends a response back to the service router. Finally, the service router sends the response further to the mobile application.

The service router should maintain an association between a user’s mobile application and a targeted service provider to make efficient the request forwarding process. This association is established when the user sends first request from within a registered geo-fencing area. When the user leaves that area and enter a new area, the service router should recalculate the user’s new location coordinate to determine which provider should now serve requests from that user. This association operates as a caching mechanism.

All requests from a user are forwarded to the same information provider as long as the user does not leave the area served by that provider. When the user enters into a new area, the service router calculates the user’s new location coordinates to determine a target information provider that should now serve the user in the new area.

3.1.1 Hierarchical Architecture

We specify that service router and information providers should have the same service interface. Therefore, the architecture can be extended to a hierarchical architecture as depicted in Figure 4. Service interfaces are indicated with grey bars attached to service routers or information providers. Upon receiving a request from a user, a service router can forward the request to another service router or an information provider.

Figure 4 Hierarchical architecture

With this hierarchical architecture, a very large region can be divided into several sub-regions; each of which is handled with a dedicated service router. A sub-region contains a number of areas. For example, service router SR0 handles all requests from the whole region. Instead of determining a target provider, it determines a service router that is dedicated to the sub-region in which the user is located, e.g. service router SR1. Service router SR0 then forwards the request to SR1 that will calculate the user’s location to determine a target provider.

This hierarchical architecture delegates the calculation for determining target information providers from a service router to another service router. In turn, this delegation makes the architecture scalable.
3.1.2 Content Restructuring and Reformating

Accessing information via a service interface would also allow a mobile application to restructure and reformat the information presentation. By restructure, we mean that the application defines the navigation structure of the information items. By reformat, we mean that the application defines the presentation format (theme) of the information items. This restructuring and reformatting would support the mobile application in providing consistent presentation of same types of information from different providers. Such consistency would increase the usability [30][31][32].

3.2 Forwarding Mechanism

A service router consists of four main components as depicted in Figure 5.

![Figure 5 Service router component](image)

The components are as follows.

- **Service interface.** This component provides a programmable interface to allow service invocation from mobile applications.

- **Provider selector.** This component handles requests from mobile applications and determines service providers to which the requests should be forwarded. This component includes a cache unit to make efficient its process.

- **Geo-fencing areas database.** This component stores a list of geo-fencing areas and the URLs of the corresponding service providers.

- **Request forwarder.** This component modifies and forwards request from mobile applications to a target service provider determined by the provider selector.

The forwarding mechanism [29] is depicted in an activity diagram in Figure 6. Two possible situations are shown in a sequence diagram in Figure 7. The lifelines refer to the components of a service router as indicated in Figure 5. Interactions with external components (i.e. mobile applications and service providers) are not shown.
The second situation happens when a request is not the first message that a user sends from within a geo-fencing area. Messages of this interaction are depicted in the lower part and prefixed with 2. In this situation, an association between the mobile application and a service provider has already been established and stored in the cache unit. Thus the cache unit does not need to consult with the geo-fencing area database.

The use of a caching mechanism is necessary to make efficient the process in the provider selector. When a mobile device stays in a geo-fencing area, it is likely that the device would not be in the same location coordinate during its stay. The mobile device may move around in that area. Without a caching mechanism, every request from a mobile device staying in a geo-fencing area must be consulted with the geo-fencing areas database. The caching mechanism reduces the number of consultation needed.

Consultation with the geo-fencing area database may consume significant amount of computing resource. It depends, among others, on the number of registered geo-fencing areas, the shape of each area, overlaps between areas, and the precision level for area representations. For example, consider two neighboring geo-fencing areas A and B as in Figure 8. Each area is represented with one or more circles such that the circles cover the whole area. Area A is a rectangle that is represented with two circles; area B is a square that is represented with a circle.

These representations however are not precise enough. When a user $u_1$ resides between area A and B, but is within the circles representing area A and B, the geo-fencing area database may inform that user $u_1$ is located in area A or B, depending on the detection method. To increase the precision level, an area should be represented with many smaller circles.

In another case, a user may reside in area B, but is within the circles representing area A and B. Consequently, in either case, the database must do more calculation and comparison to determine the area within which a user is located.

In addition, the precision also depends on the precision of the location coordinates given by GPS.

3.3 Implementation

We specify that this router is to be implemented as a Web service. In our research, we specify this router as a RESTful Web service [33][34]. In our research, we take the provisioning of airport information [35] as a case study.

3.3.1 Service Interface

In RESTful Web services, resources are identified using URI (uniform resource identifier). A resource can be a single information item or a set of information items. Filters can be applied to select a subset of information items from a larger set of information items.

In the case study, a client (i.e. a mobile application running on a mobile device) reads resources in a target service provider via a service router. We use HTTP GET methods to make requests. The location coordinate of the device is included as parameters of GET methods. A location coordinate is a pair of longitude and latitude values.

To enable a caching mechanism, the service router must be able to relate requests from the same user. We indicate the relation by user identifier. This identifier is also included as a parameter of GET methods.

Therefore, we define the following format to make requests to service interface:

```
http://url/resource/[filter]?long=x&lang=y&id=z
```
where \(url\) is the service router’s URL; \(resource\) is the information item to read; \(filter\) is a keyword to narrow down the resource resulted (filter is optional); \(x\) and \(y\) are the longitude and latitude value of the device’s location coordinate, respectively; and \(z\) is the user identifier. Users are identified by their email addresses. We assume that a user actively uses the application on one device only.

For example, a user Johan wants to read information about the arrival of flight GA204 when he is at Adisucipto Airport. His location coordinate is \((-7.7866503, 110.4293701)\). He has logged into the application using identifier \(johan@situ.com\). The request is thus as the following:

\[
\text{http://servrouter.com/arrivals/GA204?}\ \text{long=7.7866503}&\text{lat=110.4293701}&\text{id=johan@situ.com}
\]

where \(servrouter.com\) is the service router’s URL; \(arrivals\) is the information item to read that return a list of flight arrivals; and \(GA204\) is a filter so that this request returns only the information about the arrival of flight GA204.

Since the information provider is a CMS, the responses would be in HTML (hypertext markup language). It is the task of the mobile application to reformat the information presentation.

### 3.3.2 Provider Resolver

Requests received by the service interface are given to this component. The main task of this component is to identify target providers that must serve those requests. The identification process is done by calculating the location coordinates passed as the parameters of the requests. For doing that, this component has to consult with the area-URL database. The identification process might need an efficient algorithm since there can be large numbers of providers and simultaneous requests.

This component provides the following methods to determine the URL of a target service provider.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{String getURL (long, lat, id)} \\
\text{String getURLfromDB (long, lat)} \\
\text{void store(id, url)}
\end{align*}
\]

The first method is to retrieve the URL of a targeted service provider from the cache unit. The second method is to retrieve the URL from the database.

Internally, this component has a method for storing the URL of a found targeted provider for a user in a cache unit.

We represent a geo-fencing area (i.e. an airport in our case study) with one or more circles. In this database, we define the following structure to store information of a circle that (partially) represents an area:

\[
<\text{long, lat, radius, url}>
\]

where \(\text{long}\) and \(\text{lat}\) are the longitude and latitude value of the circle’s centroid, respectively; \(\text{radius}\) is the circle’s radius; and \(\text{url}\) is a service provider’s URL that is assigned to serve requests from that area.

For example, information about geo-fencing areas in Figure 8 are stored as follows.

\[
<x1, y1, d1, urlA> \\
<x2, y2, d2, urlA> \\
<x3, y3, d3, urlB>
\]

In our case study, we do not deal with overlapping circles that represent different geo-fencing areas since neighboring airports usually have very far distances.

### 3.3.3 Geo-fencing Areas Database

This component stores information about registered areas and providers that must serve mobile users at those areas. In most cases, an area might not be simply represented by a circle area. An area could be in any shape. More representative approaches can therefore be developed, e.g. using polygons or multiple circle areas covering that area (as illustrated in Figure 8).

![Figure 9 Users in and out of location](image)

We represent a geo-fencing area (i.e. an airport in our case study) with one or more circles. In this database, we define the following structure to store information of a circle that (partially) represents an area:

\[
<\text{long, lat, radius, url}>
\]

where \(\text{long}\) and \(\text{lat}\) are the longitude and latitude value of the circle’s centroid, respectively; \(\text{radius}\) is the circle’s radius; and \(\text{url}\) is a service provider’s URL that is assigned to serve requests from that area.

For example, information about geo-fencing areas in Figure 8 are stored as follows.

\[
<x1, y1, d1, urlA> \\
<x2, y2, d2, urlA> \\
<x3, y3, d3, urlB>
\]

In our case study, we do not deal with overlapping circles that represent different geo-fencing areas since neighboring airports usually have very far distances.

### 3.3.4 Cache Unit

Once a user’s location is identified, an association between a mobile application and a service provider is stored in the cache unit. The association is stored for
a finite duration of time by considering how long a typical user stays in a geo-fencing area. E.g., in an airport, users might stay about half to one hour. Thus, storing an association for five or ten minutes can be expected to reduce the number of interactions to the geo-fencing area database. When a user sends requests from the same airport after the time expires, a new association is established.

We define the following structure to store association between a mobile application and service provider:

\texttt{<id, url, timestamp>}

where \texttt{id} is the application’s unique identifier; \texttt{url} is the service provider’s URL that is associated to the application; and \texttt{timestamp} is the time when the association is established. The time duration is specified in a separated configuration file, since it applies to all associations within the service router. For now, we assume that a service router supports one application only.

A garbage-collection mechanism might be necessary to ensure that the cache unit stores active associations only. It is implemented as an active process that periodically scans the cache and removes expired associations.

### 3.3.5 Request Forwarder

This component forwards requests from mobile users to a targeted provider. This is implemented as request calls to a targeted service provider. Since the service provider have the same interface as of the service router, we use the same format to make requests to service providers:

\texttt{http://url/resource/[filter]?long=x&lang=y&}
\texttt{id=z}

where \texttt{url} is now the service provider’s URL. Other components are the same as ones in the original request to the service router. For example, the previous original request is forwarded as

\texttt{http://airportJOG.com/arrivals/GA204?}
\texttt{long=7.7866503&lat=110.4293701&}
\texttt{id=johan@situ.com}

where \texttt{airportJOG.com} is the targeted provider’s URL address. Users’ location coordinates (i.e. longitude and latitude) should also be included in the forwarded requests. Actually these parameters are not needed by the service provider. They are necessary to allow a \textit{hierarchical} architecture (as in Figure 4) to work.

### 4.0 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have specified an architecture for geo-fencing applications with multiple information providers. The architecture allows users in different geo-fencing areas be served by different service providers. As long as a user stays in the same geo-fencing area, the same service provider serves that user. This architecture is naturally fit with real-world situation. It supports consistent information presentation by allowing a mobile application to restructure and reformat information from multiple providers when users are traveling across several areas. Also, it can be extended into a hierarchical architecture to make the architecture scalable.

We have also presented in more detail the central component of the architecture, namely service router. The service router receives requests from mobile users, identifies target information providers, and forwards the requests to the targeted providers. When responses are received from the providers, the service router sends those responses back to the originating users.

Furthermore, we have presented a location-based request forwarding mechanism to be employed in the service router. The mechanism considers the users’ current geographical locations in determining target service provider. The mechanism includes a caching mechanism to make efficient the request forwarding process. We have also described an implementation of that mechanism with a case study of airport information service provisioning.

Many literatures have presented geo-fencing application and LBS architectures for different service goals, requirements, and types. All those architectures assume that information is provided from a single provider. Our proposed architecture differs from them in that it accommodates multiple service providers; each is for different area. Hence, our architecture needs a service router to identify target service providers and forward request to them.

We foresee that service providers would be implemented using a specific content management system (CMS) [35]. In the future, we will investigate how to facilitate the development of service interface. Also, we will further investigate alternative algorithms for provider identification in a service router.
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